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Monetization/Professionalization of American
Youth Sport
• 15.3 billion US dollar market of private
businesses dedicated to youth sports
• United States Specialty Sports Association
(USSSA) generated 14 million in revenue last year
– holds tournaments and ranks teams across
nation (starting at age 4)
• School and community-based teams giving way
to privatized, mercenary organizations
• Travel for youth athletes is fastest growing sector
of U.S. travel industry
• Naivete of parents and exploitation of kids

Professionalization of American Youth Sport:
Why the Genie is Out of the Bottle
1. Monetization of club/academy sports

IMG Academy
• Private sport training institute in
Bradenton, Florida
• Eight sport programs and facilities

2. Change in objectives/values
a. Parents
b. Coaches
c. Athletes (Gen Z)

• Boarding school (K – 12)

3. Lack of developmental understanding
of maturation and skill development

• With private lessons and add-ons,
price is over $100,000 US per year

4. “Overs”

• Sport science and athlete
development programs
• Soccer tuition 2018-19: $78,000 US

• Approximately 60% student-athletes
commit to NCAA Division I athletic
programs
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Professionalization of American Youth Sport:
Why the Genie is Out of the Bottle
1. Monetization of club/academy sports
2. Change in objectives/values
a. Parents
b. Coaches
c. Athletes (Gen Z)
3. Lack of developmental understanding
of maturation and skill development

Changes in Objectives/Values of U.S. Coaches
• Focus on outcomes and talent
development of few
• Focus on tactics instead of skill
development
• Early intense technical training
• Expectation (requirement) of
specialization in their sports
• Focus on adult needs (not
athlete needs)

4. “Overs”

Changes in Objectives/Values of U.S. Parents

Generation Z American Athletes
1. Shorter attention span

• Evolution of “hothouse parenting”

2. Easily distracted
3. Entitled and narcissistic

• Preparing children to be special, as
opposed to protecting children’s
childhood to ensure normality
• Achievement By Proxy Distortion

4. Struggle with adversity
5. Passive communicators
6. Buy-in to often unrealistic
expectations of adults
7. Lack of free play opportunities

• Youth sport parenting as
“business” (expecting a payoff)

8. ↑ anxiety and depression
Gray, 2011; Merikangas et al., 2010; Sasse,
2017; Twenge, 2014
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Developmentally Inappropriate Practices
• Greatest variability in physical
characteristics and motor skills
• Early maturers enter growth spurt at
younger age, don’t grow for as long, and
generally are shorter adults

The “OVERS” of American Youth Sport
OVER – Specialization
OVER – Training
OVER – Use
OVER - Expectation
OVER – Stress
OVER – Structure/Coaching

• Problems with emphasis on early talent
identification
• Relative Age Effect: Children born in the
early part of the sport or academic
eligibility year are advantaged over
children born in the later part of the
eligibility year.
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Pros and Cons of the American Genie
Pros

Cons

Opportunities for talent development

Over (early, mandated) specialization

Title IX legislaMon ↑ gender equity

Lack of physical literacy

Coaching education

Abusive coaching

Positive Coaching Alliance

Winning/outcomes emphasized over
skill development and joy

Changing the Game Project

Talent development for few (not all)

Better sport science
Positive youth development programs
(e.g., FirstTee)

We’re making our kids sick!
Marginalization of school sport

1. Fund/Support School Sport and Physical
Education
1. Qualified, certified coaches and
teachers
2. Club sport as complementary,
additional, or linked to school sport
3. Support and coordination for
multiple sport participation
4. Emphasis on skill development and
deliberate play
5. Psychological and cognitive benefits
– to sell it.

Psychological and Cognitive Benefits
• Physical activity linked to:
Improved self-esteem, lower depression,
higher perceived competence

• Physical activity leads to better
cognitive performance (improved math,
language, thinking, memory)
1. Optimizes mind-set to improve alertness,
attention, and motivation
2. Prepares and encourages nerve cells to
bind together to receive new information
3. Spurs the development of new nerve
cells in the brain

Example: Sport New Zealand
1. KiwiSport (grass roots funding for all
school aged children)

2. Pathway to Podium (elite talent
development)

3. Sport in Education (evaluating
academic and sport outcomes in
schools)

4. Overall emphasis: Physical Literacy
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2. Emphasize Physical Literacy Over Early Sport
Specialization

Should kids specialize at an early age and
concentrate only on one sport? (YES or NO)

• Physical competence, motivation,
confidence, and knowledge to maintain
physical activity at an individually
appropriate level throughout life
• Provide range of motor options
• Allows people to try and succeed at many
different sports and activities through life
• Broad repertoire of fundamental motor
skills and ABCs (agility, balance,
coordination)

Should kids sample multiple sports early in their
development? (YES or NO)

IT DEPENDS!
1. No evidence that early exclusive
specialization works for MOST kids
in MOST sports.
2. Early, exclusive specialization
works for SOME kids in SOME
sports.
3. Children can diversify (sample)
early and still attain elite status in
most sports as an adult (assuming
talent and practice).
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Abby Wambach
• Greatest header in women’s
soccer history

• “Playing basketball had a
significant impact on the way I
play soccer.. learning the timing
of your jump, and the trajectory
of the ball coming off the rim.

• “It’s the same game as soccer, in
terms of vision.” Rogers, 2015

Physical Literacy is Enhanced via Multiple Sport
Participation
“We prefer multi-sport athletes for the diversity
of skill sets that they have developed. One of
the first questions we ask recruits is “Do you
play basketball?” Then they understand angles,
footwork, and how to get low on defense. We
also love soccer players, because they can run
all day.” Janine Tucker, Johns Hopkins lacrosse
coach

“We like ‘em cross-trained. Stick with multiple
sports as long as you possibly can, and people
are going to see your tools. Stick with one sport
long enough, and people are going to see your
scars.”
John Savage, UCLA baseball coach

Unidimensionality = Lack of Psychological
Recharge
• Early specialization has
been linked to drop out,
burn out, and injury (7093% more likely injured).
• Premature emphasis on
technical training and
deliberate practice may
thwart falling in love with a
sport.
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Multiple sport participation provides athletes
PSYCHOLOGICAL RECHARGE

“I would have burned out as a
young kid playing just one
sport.
Playing basketball for a bit
throughout the year gave me
the chance to crave soccer, to
miss it.”
Abby Wambach

Over-Specialization
When children, often controlled
by parents or coaches, pursue
expertise and extrinsic rewards
in one sport through yearround, systematic training and
competition, and sacrifice their
psychological development and
wellbeing as well as
participation in most other
activities typical of kids their
age

Rogers, 2015

Categorizing Sports Based on Specialization Demands
(Balyi et al., 2013)

SPECIALIZATION: an investment in a single sport through
systematic training and competition, typically including
year-round participation, to pursue proficiency and
enjoyment in a signature activity

1.

The more complex the sport, the more crucial is
early practice.

2.

More complex sports require highly developed
muscle control and coordination, highly precise
techniques, and refined visual tracking abilities

3.

By assessing the complexity of various sports,
they can be categorized as early vs. late
specialization sports.

4.

Several sports require early engagement (not
specialization, but early participation to get the
“feel,” visual tracking, and decision-making).
Balyi et al., 2013

Vealey & Chase, 2016
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Talent Development Pathways of Elite Athletes

Study of 708 professional baseball players

• Although average starting age
was 6 years, the players’ average
age of specializing in baseball
was 15 years.
• The majority of players (52%) did
not specialize until at least 17
years of age.

Ginsburg et al., 2014

1.

Expert athletes tended to participate
in many activities, emphasizing
deliberate play and enjoyment, until
age 13.

2.

Generally, they began to narrow their
focus onto one favored sport around
age 13-14.

3.

7 in 10 Olympic athletes played
multiple sports growing up.

4.

So we know early specialization is not
required for expertise in most sports.

(Aspen Institute Project Play; Cote et al.,
2003; Fraser-Thomas et al., 2008;
Ginsburg et al., 2014; Gulbinet al., 2010;
Strachan et al., 2009)

So why is multidimensionality resisted in youth
sport?

Short-term skill
vs.
Long term
development

1.

Short-term performance increases are evident
(focus on long-term development and physical
literacy).

2.

Coaches unwilling to share an athlete with
another team (coaches work together to share
and schedule athletes, putting athletes first).

3.

Parents fearing multidimensionality might cost a
college scholarship (education, explanation of
multiple pathways, popular examples).

4.

Youth sport entrepreneurs create illusion of need
for year-round participation so they make money
(education, legislation, support and fund school
sports and athletic leaders)
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Does it make sense to apply specialization model to
all kids?
• 2% of U.S. high school students
will play college sports

Kids need multiple pieces in their identity “pies.”
camping/hiking
with family
track and
field

• Only 1% of these will get “full
ride” scholarships to NCAA
Division I programs

drawing

basketball

school
achievement
basketball

• A very small percentage of the
1% will become professional or
Olympic athletes

Emphasizing Multidimensionality
1. Avoid restricting athletes from
diversification through high
school participation.

Tim Howard, midfielder as youth

2. Avoid early specialization within
sports
 When winning supersedes skill
development as the objective,
coaches focus on tactics and
position specialization
 Early position specialization makes
no sense prior to maturation

Hope Solo, forward as youth

Unidimensional self-concept linked to burnout and psychological dysfunction;
adolescents engaged in multiple activities tend to have healthier
psychological profiles.
(Coakley, 1992; Zarrett et al., 2008)

“Jewels” of Multiple Sport Participation
Strong Physical Literacy

Psychological Recharge

Better overall physical skills
Better creativity
Better decision-making
Confidence in movement

Stimulation through variety
Less burnout
Enjoyment
Reduced pressure

Cross-Training for Injury
Prevention
Often training different
systems (aerobic and
anaerobic)

Enhanced Social
Experiences
Different team cultures,
roles, and communication
requirements

Remember WHO it is ALL ABOUT in youth sport!
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3. Emphasize Skill Development Over Outcomes
1. Spartak Tennis Club (Moscow)
Focus on tekhnika (prerequisite skills)
No competition for first three years

Developmentally Appropriate Philosophies
1.

Parents are silent during games and practices,
and cannot question playing time.

2.

Athletes not allowed to show any emotion
toward umpires, and had to respect
opponents/umpires at all times.

3.

Will lose many games because players will
learn to play multiple positions.

4.

Athletes responsible for own water/snacks –
not parents.

5.

Any lack of hustle – immediate loss of playing
time.

6.

Objective – build players as character-filled
leaders, not just baseball players.

2. Katie Ledecky
“Encourage youth athletes to relish the
everyday joys of challenging themselves rather
than obsessing over success.”
“I feel lucky that I could enjoy swimming.
People need to just relax, take a step back, and
realize you don’t have to be great at a young
age. It’s not about immediate results.
“Embrace the chase of those ahead of you. The
times will come and you will have fun getting
there.”

Developmentally Appropriate Coaching: Consistent
with ability, maturity and needs of athletes
1.

Boys and girls 8-18

2.
3.

No cuts, everybody plays.
Financial aid based on need,
not ability.
No parent coaches allowed.

4.
5.

Requires offensive strategies
that focus on passing/cutting
(not isolation or set pieces).

6.

Requires eye contact in all
huddles
Praises for development, not
outcomes
His younger teams lose a lot,
which he doesn’t care about.

7.
8.

Coach Spo Academy (Eric Spoelstra)

Maturation

READINESS FOR
SPORT AND PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

*Pre-Requisite Skills*

Motivation
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Deliberate practice is necessary, but not sufficient
as motivational fuel for kids
1. 10,000 hours is not a “rule”
2. Deliberate play
– Informal sports or games that kids
engage in for enjoyment but that
contribute to skill development
– Many elite athletes spent more time in
deliberate play as kids than in
deliberate practice (prior to age 13)

Key Finding by Bloom (1985)

Had there been no excitement and
enjoyment during the early years
(ROMANCE), there would never
have been a middle or late period
of participation in the sport

Activities

2-5 years

Multiple free or organized play physical
Exploration, fun, moving body in different
activities; informal competitive games like ways; fundamental motor skill
kickball, whiffle-ball, tag, team relays,
development, instruction, and practice
foursquare, etc.

6-9 years

Organized youth sport; modified to
enhance skill development; small-sided
games; informal competitive games and
practice of multiple fundamental motor
skills in transitional sport activities

Skill development and enjoyment; 6-7
year olds practice and compete within
teams; 8-9 year olds compete against
other teams without standings or
tournaments; emphasis on skill mastery
and enjoyment

10-13
years

Still modified slightly from adult form of
sport; select experiences (school and
club) begin at age 12; basic
tactics/strategy but not at expense of skill
development

Skill development, enjoyment, and
competition; leagues and standings; more
emphasis on skill development and using
skills in competition than on competing to
win

14-18
years

Adult form of sport; fitness and strength More technical skill development and
training; more tactics and strategy; better emphasis on skill mastery; competing to
coaches for enhanced technique training win; may narrow focus from multiple
sports to few or “signature” sport

Hook and challenge!
NOT “drill and kill”

Focus

Age
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Palm Community Model

Living with the Genie: Enhancing Youth Sport Today
1.

Structure unstructured sport/play
opportunities for kids (space, equipment,
start-up)

2.

Lobby/push nationally for support and
legislation (school PE, school sports)

3.

Partnerships with professional sport (e.g.,
Bundesliga-built youth academies and
cooperation with local schools)

4.

Use sport as vehicle for positive youth
development programs (government funding)

5.

Build palm community model as opposed to
pyramid model (to manage dueling objectives)

Pyramid Model of Youth Sport
Participation

Living with the Genie: Enhancing Youth Sport Today
6.

Succeed locally with people assets (coaches,
teachers, administrators)

7.

COACHES influence enjoyment, confidence,
self-esteem, and decisions to stay in or drop
out

8.

Stand firm against parent push-back – we are
the professionals and it’s our profession!
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Thank you!
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